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The transportation of milk also played an important commodity delivery role in the metro-area the mid-19th
century and early 20th centuries. In the early 19th century farmers had only horse and wagons to deliver milk to
urban centers, severely restricting how far farmers could ship their milk. From the 1850’s through the 1920s,
however, farmers in upstate Orange County, New York used rail to ship their milk to New York City. Milk, in 40 gallon
cans, would be shipped via Can Cars to milk consolidation factories located in New York City. One such milk
bottling company was the Sealtest Milk Company, located along the railroad tracks in Jamaica, Queens. These Can
Cars were insulated and equipped to be shipped at the front of passenger trains. 

Through the years a varied menu of
items have been hauled by LIRR
freight. Coal has gone the way of
the horse and buggy but the LIRR
still carries fossil fuels. There’s the
intraregional transportation of
biodiesel fuels as well as the
delivery of liquid propane gas, a
primary home heating fuel for a
number of Eastern Suffolk County
residents. It’s not unusual to see a

freight train on LIRR tracks today
carrying building materials, asphalt,
stone, plastics; or food products
including flour, sugar, cooking oils,
beer, rice, and vegetables. The
LIRR brings in plastics for a fence
manufacturing plant in Suffolk
County, where fencing is produced
and trucked outbound. In all, the
LIRR has 52 rail freight shippers. 

The U.S. mail was also shipped in
cars within passenger trains. An
interesting side bar is that many
post offices are still located near
train stations. 

The delivery of coal, a major fossil
fuel in the metro-area during the
19th and 20th centuries, played a
major role in the LIRR’s freight

business. In fact, LIRR freight trains
delivered coal to three large New
York State hospitals in Suffolk
County through the 1970’s.

Local Freight’s Future Options
There are four primary ways goods move through the region: truck, air cargo, water, and by rail. The
majority of goods move by truck. Higher transportation costs especially higher fuels costs and bridge
tolls increase the costs of doing business in New York City and Long Island. Businesses are now turning
to rail as a trucking alternative.
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Rail Freight-Environmentally Friendly

Products on Local Rails

Railroads are the environmentally-friendly way to move freight, thanks to their unique ability to fight highway
gridlock, lower fuel consumption, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce air pollution.
• Railroads are on average nearly four times more fuel-efficient than trucks.
For example, in 2011, the NY&A used 349,453 gallons of fuel to ship 22,806 carloads, an average of 15 gallons
per carload. 
• In general, goods that can fit in one rail freight car are equivalent to 4 truckloads. 
• A typical freight train carries the freight of more than 280 trucks, the equivalent of 1,100 cars on highways.
Moving freight by rail also reduces the costs of traffic congestion, the pressure to build new roads, and helps
reduce the cost of maintaining the roads we already have.
o On the LIRR a maximum length freight train of 40 cars carries the freight load equivalent of more than 160
trucks. Each 40-car freight train is the equivalent 600 cars on our local highways. In 2011, the NY&A
operation took more than 100,000 trucks off congested Queens, Brooklyn, Nassau and Suffolk roadways.

• Because greenhouse gas emissions are directly related to fuel consumption, railroads have a lower carbon
footprint. Moving freight by rail instead of truck reduces gas emissions by 75 percent.
• According to EPA, freight railroads contribute just 0.7% of the total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, which is far
less than trucks (5.7%) and passenger transportation (19.8%).

As recently as 1947, the LIRR shipped over 200,000 carloads annually. The LIRR understands the important role
that rail freight has played historically in making Long Island a better place to live and work. The LIRR supports
freight rail growth in the future.

Pix highway 
traffic jam

World famous Long Island potatoes and other locally grown fruits and vegetables along with marine foodproducts
and coal helped to form a strong LIRR intra-island market soon after the railroad got rolling in the 19th century. In
addition to Long Island’s produce, the 19th and early 20th centuries saw such products as animal and poultry
feed, mill work, farm machinery, fertilizer, iron, steel and lumber common on both inbound and outbound LIRR
freight trains. 
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